**HMS Community Values Video – Featured HMS Locations**

1. Gordon Hall steps
2. Gordon Hall lobby
3. Countway Library, 5th Floor
4. Gordon Hall, near quad entrance
5. TMEC atrium
6. Fountain, HMS quad
7. Countway Library, lobby
8. TMEC amphitheater
9. Gordon Hall stairway
10. Clinical Skill Center
11. Courtyard Café
12. Gordon Hall atrium
13. Elements Café (NRB cafeteria)
14. TMEC Lab/Classroom Rm#102
15. NRB, 2nd floor
16. NRB, 2nd floor
17. Waterhouse Room, Gordon Hall
18. Transit Gallery (basement), Gordon Hall
19. NRB exterior
20. Courtyard at Seely-Mudd
21. Vanderbilt Hall lobby